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Abstract

An essential part of studies in ordinary di¤erential equations F (x; y; y0; :::) =
0 (both real and complex) relates to oscillations (i.e. zeros) of their solutions.
As to the zeros of solutions of systems of equations F1(x; y; x0; y0) = 0,

F2(x; y; x
0; y0) = 0, they were not considered at all; at least we are not aware

about corresponding publications in mathematical books and journals.
In this talk we present a new trend in di¤erential equations which studies

oscillations (zeros) of solutions of systems of di¤erential equations.
We consider some large classes of systems of equations (both autonomous

and non autonomous), among them the following well known system�
x0 = P (x; y)
y0 = Q(x; y)

; (1)

where P (x; y) and G(x; y) are arbitrary polynomials.
The case when P and Q are linear was studied in detail by Poincaré in his

famous works. Particular cases of equation (1), where P and Q are polynomials
of degree 2 and 3 arise in huge number of applied problems (in biology, eco-
nomics, physics, environmental sciences). The general case of equation (1) was
touched much less.

For an arbitrary solution (x(t) ; y(t)), 0 � a � t � b < 1, of (1) we give
upper bounds for the number of zeros of x(t) and/or y(t)) occurring on the
segment [a; b].

The obtained results admit a lot of interpretations in the mentioned above
applied �elds. We illustrate the results on predator-pray model.

Similar results we obtain also for other large classes of non autonomous
equations.

The proofs make use a (general, however rarely utilized) method permitting
to study the number of zeros of arbitrary enough smooth real functions.
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